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SHORTER NOTES

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of unusually

polished character, for which there is no other outlet.

CHARACTER VALUES OF FINITE GROUPS AS EIGENVALUES
OF NONNEGATIVE INTEGER MATRICES

DAVID CHILLAG

ABSTRACT. Let Cx, C2, ■ ■ ■, Ck be the conjugacy classes of the finite group

G and choose i¿ £ Ci, for i = 1, 2,..., k. For every complex character 6 of G

there is a k X k matrix M(8) whose entries are nonnegative integers such that

X~lM(0)X = diag(0(xi),0(x2),...,0(xfc)) where X is the character table

matrix of G. Some consequences are shown.

For a finite group G we fix the following notation. Let Cx, C<i,..., Ck be all the

conjugacy classes of G and Irr(G) = {xi, X2> • • •, Xk} the set of irreducible complex

characters of G. We choose a representative x» £ C¿ for each i = 1,2,..., k. Denote

by X the character table matrix of G, that is: X — (x»(%'))•

If 9 is any complex character of G we define M(6) to be the kxk matrix, M(9) =

(mlj(0)), where rriij(9) — [Oxi,Xj] f°r all M = 1,2, ...,/b. The characteristic
polynomial of M(6) will be denoted by p${x) and the minimal polynomial of M{9)

will be denoted by me(x). The matrices M(9) were used, for example, in Lemma

(10.4), Chapter IV of [4]. In fact, our Theorem A below is similar to that lemma.

Let Z be the ring of integers, Q and C the rational and complex fields respectively

and Z[X], C[x] the corresponding polynomial rings.

We remark that M(6) is a matrix whose entries are all nonnegative integers (that

is, a nonnegative integral matrix). Thus pe(x) £ Z[x\. As me(x) divides p$(x) in

Q[x] we have that me(x) G Q[x\. From linear algebra we know that mg(x) is the

minimal polynomial of M(6) even if M(6) is regarded as a matrix over C. Finally,

we denote by diag(ai, a2,..., an) the diagonal nxn matrix whose main diagonal's

elements are ax, a2, ■.., an.

THEOREM A. Let 6 be any complex character of the finite group G and let

ax,a2,... ,am be all the distinct values taken on by 9. If X,M(6),po(x),me(x),Xi,

Xi, i = 1,2,..., k, are as defined above, then

{a)pe(x)^Y[kl=x{x-e(xt))eZ[x\.

{b)m6{x) = Y\Zx{x-ai)eZ[x\.
(c) X"1 • M (9) ■ X = diag(0(x,), 9{x2),..., 9(xk)).
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In particular the values 9(xx), 9(x2),... ,9(xk), of 9, are the eigenvalues of the

diagonalizable nonnegative integral matrix M(9).

The proof is presented at the end of the article. It is a straightforward short

computation and uses nothing but orthogonality relations and elementary lin-

ear algebra. We note that the fact that the polynomials n¿=i(x _ 9(xi)) and

ü™ i(z - ai) have integer coefficients can be shown also by using Galois theory.

Here it will follow from the definition of pe(x) and mg(x). Some known results on

characters of finite groups are consequences of Theorem A. We list them next.

1. The fact that character values are algebraic integers is demonstrated directly

without using the fact that all algebraic integers form a ring.

2. The character table of a group G can be computed from the character algebra

structure constants gijr which are defined as follows.

k

XiXj — / t 9ijrXr-
r=l

3. Using the notation of Theorem A, assume that ax = 9(1) and let f{x) =

YY¡^2{x ~ ai)- By Theorem A, f(x) £ Q[x] and as its coefficients are algebraic

integers we get that f(x) £ Z[x\. Write f(x) = X^o* ffl*a;l wnere the a% are

integers. Then

to—1 m— 1

E/(%)) = EE<6^y = \°\Ea^>!o] = o (mod\g\).
gEG g€G i=0 ¿=0

However,
TO

E /(%)) = \Kev9\]\(ax-at).
g€G t=2

As a corollary we get a Galois-theory-free proof of a result which was proved by

Blichfeldt [2] and Kiyota [5] in the case that 9 is a permutation character.

COROLLARY. Let 9 be a complex character of degree d of a finite group G.

If Ct2,ct3,.. .,am are all the distinct values of 9 which are different from d, then

|Ker0| • n£L2(d -<*,) = 0 (mod |G|).

We note that the proof of [2] is good for the general case as well.

4. Integrality results can be concluded from Theorem A without using the usual

Galois theory methods. For example, X)î=i0(xt), YJÏLi a*> Ili=i ^(«i), Ililiat
and in fact every elementary symmetric function in the 0(z¿)'s (respectively, the

ati's) is an integer. Also, every elementary symmetric function (e.g., sum and

product) of those 9(xi) (respectively, those a¿) which are nonrational is an integer.

Different applications of the matrices M(9) can be found in §11 [1] and §11 [3].

PROOF OF THEOREM A. Let V be the hermitian vector space of all the complex

class functions of G. Define a linear transformation T(9): V —» V by {T(9)f){g) =

9jg)f(g). Then {T*{9)f)(g) = 9[g)f(g) for all g e G. Here T*(9) is the adjoint
operator defined by \v,T{9)u] = [T*{9)v,u] for all v,u £ V.

It follows that M(9) is the matrix of T{9) with respect to the orthonormal basis,

Irr(G), ofV.
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Let fr £ V be defined by fr{xj) = &> • |G|/|Cr| for r = 1,2,... ,k. For each
index r, 1 < r < k, define r' such that xy1 = xri. Clearly \Cr\ = \Cr>\. Then the set

B = {fr' \r = 1,2,...,k} is another basis of V and as T(9)fj> = 9(xj)fj* for each
j', we get that the matrix of T(9) with respect to B is diag(0(xi), 9(x2), ■■■, 9(xk))-

Now the orthogonality relation fji = ^2i=xXi(%j)Xi implies that the transition

matrix from the basis Irr(G) to the basis B is X. Now parts (a) and (c) follow. To

get (b) we recall that the minimal polynomial of a diagonalizable matrix over C is

the product of all the distinct linear factors of the characteristic polynomial. Hence

[]ili(z - a{) — m$(x) £ Q[x\. But then the coefficients of mg(x) are algebraic

integers, and therefore they are integers.
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